Descriptive Cataloging Using RDA
Exercise 4 -- Identifying Works -- Answers

a. a journal with the title proper “Advances in astrophysics”

245 $a Advances in astrophysics *

b. another journal with the title “Advances in astrophysics” that began in 2009 and is published in Boston

130 $a Advances in astrophysics (2009) or
130 $a Advances in astrophysics (Boston, Mass.)

c. a book by Susan Smith with the title “Spain and Portugal”

100 $a Smith, Susan
245 $a Spain and Portugal *

d. a book with no known authors with the title “Spain and Portugal” published in 2008 by ABC Press

245 $a Spain and Portugal *

e. another book with no known authors with the title “Spain and Portugal” published in 2011 by DEF Press

130 $a Spain and Portugal (2011) or
130 $a Spain and Portugal (DEF Press)

f. a compilation of works by Roberto Lopez with the title “Complete works”

100 $a Lopez, Roberto
240 $a Works

g. a compilation of works by different authors with the title “Outstanding plays” published in London in 2010

245 $a Outstanding plays *

h. another compilation of works by different authors with the title “Outstanding plays” published in Chicago in 2011

130 $a Outstanding plays (Chicago, Ill.) or
130 $a Outstanding plays (2011)

* LC follows U.S. practice not to give the preferred title for the work in a 130 or 240 if it is the same as the title proper of the manifestation.